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The best online casinos to play Crazy Time. Many online casinos feature Evolution Gaming's live casino
games. Crazy Time is one of these games. Find out on which casinos you can play this game. If you are
not familiar with Crazy Time, discover its rules and how it works in general. Crazy Time is a unique live
casino game created by Evolution Gaming . It takes place in a big game studio and looks like a real

television game show. In the centre of the screen, a presenter spins a wheel with a thousand surprises.
The Crazy Time offers a unique gaming experience to its players, with multipliers that can go up to 25
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000x . It is of course a very popular game among online casino players. On which casinos can we play
Crazy Time? We have selected for you the best online casinos to play Crazy Time. You can find them
below. They are all reliable and secure online casinos. Cresus: 150% up to 300€ + 500 free spins for

50€ deposited. cresuscasino.com. 150% up to €300 + 500 free spins. Special Offer. i Claim my bonus.
Casinozer: 100% up to 500€ + 50 free spins. casinozer.com. 100% up to €500 + 50 free spins. Special
Offer. i Claim my bonus. Lucky8: 100% up to 200€ + 500 free spins for 50€ deposited. 100% up to €200

+ 500 free spins. Special Offer. i Claim my bonus. The rules of Crazy Time. The rules and general
principle of Crazy Time are pretty simple. This game revolves around a giant wheel that is made up of 54

segments . You place your bets and just hope that the wheel stops on one of the bonuses or numbers
that you have chosen. You can place multiple bets during the same game round. Once you have placed
your bets, the wheel is spun by the host. Depending on where the wheel stops you will either get a direct

win, or a mini game will be triggered to hope to win bigger ( Coin Flip , Cash Hunt , Pachinko , Crazy
Time ). The different symbols of Crazy time. 1, 2, 5 and 10: These are the numbers, the basic symbols. If
you land on them, they multiply your bet. Most players, however, prefer playing the mini games symbols
and hope for bigger wins. The bonus symbols. Pachinko, Cash Hunt, Coin Flip and Crazy Time : These
are the 4 bonus symbols of Crazy Time, which will allow you to get bigger wins than the basic symbols.

The multiplier wheel : Two reels that can add a random multiplier on certain sections are launched before
each wheel spin. The multiplier on this reel can go up to 100x for even bigger wins. Below is an example

of a Pachinko that will be multiplied by 3 during the next spin. Crazy Time: the bonus games / mini
games. Pachinko : the host drops a puck (represented here in white) from the top of the wall. It will fall

randomly, and go into a box with a multiplier. The multipliers are drawn randomly before the puck starts
to fall. In this game if the puck falls on the “double” square then the puck is re-rolled and all multipliers are

doubled. This game promises a maximum payout of 10,000 times your bet. Cash Hunt : this game
consists in choosing a square among the 108 available objects. Bet multipliers are hiding behind these
objects, with a maximum multiplier of 100x. This multiplier can be even bigger if the multiplier wheel fell
on the cash hunt. Coin Flip : this is the easiest mini game to get because it is present on 4 segments of

the wheel. It is a simple coin flip between two random multipliers (up to 100x). Crazy Time : The last
bonus (and not the least) is the Crazy Time. This is the best bonus, which is coveted by all players who

play this game of the same name. It is very rare, as it is only present once on the wheel. It is also the
game that promises you the biggest possible multipliers. This game takes you to a second, giant bonus
wheel consisting of 64 segments. You are asked to choose one of the three available colored arrows.

Once you’ve made your choice, the wheel is launched and you can land on a double or even triple slot in
addition to the classic multipliers. You can win up to 25,000 times your bet. The maximum possible win
on this game is 500,000€. Our final opinion on Crazy Time. Crazy Time is a live casino game available
on most online casinos. It is easy to access and very simple to understand. It has a 96.08% Return to

Player Rate (RTP). Don’t hesitate to try this famous game to make up your own mind. Crazy Time is not
available in demo mode. You will have to deposit money to play it. 
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